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At the numerous stands at the Speyer Scale Modelling Days, there is 

something to discover everywhere. Source: TMSP 
Painstaking precision work. The eclectic models are elaborated down to 

the very last detail. Source: TMSP 

Speyer Scale Modelling Days at the Technik Museum Speyer 

Cars, aeroplanes and more – scale modelling fans of all ages can discover a lot  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Speyer. Whether railway, spaceship, vehicle or aircraft models – the sight of these lovingly 

designed pieces not infrequently evokes childhood memories. The fascination for this hobby 

captivates both young and old. No wonder, then, that there are many interest groups and events 

on this topic. The Speyer Association for the Promotion of Aviation History of the Palatinate 

(VFLP e.V.) has long been dedicated to model making. Its members work fastidiously on their 

kits. Anything that can't be bought people simply make themselves. They lovingly glue, paint 

and model. Since 2004, the association has been organising its own event and presenting the 

Speyer Scale Modelling Days at the Technik Museum Speyer. These traditionally take place at 

Easter and attract numerous fans of the popular hobby to the museum grounds every year.  

 

From the 8th to 10th of April 2023, numerous exhibitors will once again be exhibiting their most 

interesting and beautiful models. In addition to the classic genres, such as aviation, locomotives 

and automobiles, there will also be models from the world of science fiction. What's more, 

visitors will also be offered some hands-on action on the event days. "The Speyer Scale 

Modelling Days at the Technik Museum are one of the highlights of the year for our association 

and an absolute labour of love. Generations come together here and are inspired by the rich 

variety of models," reported Hanspeter Heger, 1st Chairman of VFLP e.V.  

The Scale Modelling Days will take place during the museum's regular opening hours and are 

included in the admission price. Further information can be found at www.technik-

museum.de/modellbautage. 

 

About the Technik Museen Sinsheim Speyer – from Deep Sea into Space 

Supported by the non-profit club Auto + Technik Museum e. V. and based on the motto “for 

fans from fans”, the Technik Museen Sinsheim Speyer have about 3,500 members worldwide. 

The financing is exclusively based on admission fees, donations as well as membership fees 

http://www.technik-museum.de/modellbautage
http://www.technik-museum.de/modellbautage
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of club members. All surpluses are used for the museum’s maintenance and expansion. On an 

area of more than 200,000 sqm, the Technik Museen Sinsheim Speyer present more than 6,000 

exhibits from all fields of technological history in a worldwide unique variety. The exhibits range 

from submarines to vintage cars, from the Concorde to the Space Shuttle BURAN. Besides the 

permanent exhibition and the changing special exhibitions, there are numerous vehicle and club 

meetings as well as events. Open 365 days a year, the museums attract over one million visitors 

a year. Our two IMAX large-format cinemas are a true highlight. 

While the IMAX 3D cinema in Sinsheim – “the cinema with the highest resolution in the world” 

– shows exclusive documentations and the latest Hollywood blockbusters, films are projected 

onto a giant dome in the IMAX DOME cinema in Speyer. 
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